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Terahertz radar observes powder dynamics for
pharmaceutical manufacturing

Marlene Bonmann, Anis Moradikouchi, Tomas Bryllert, Anders Sparen, Staffan Folestad, Jonas
Johansson, Jan Stake, Senior Member, IEEE , and Helena Rodilla, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract— The optical opaqueness of powders has precluded the observation of powder
flow dynamics in processing tubes, with important implications, for example, in the phar-
maceutical industry, where non-destructive monitoring during the manufacturing process
is essential to ensure the quality of the final product and the effectiveness of the process.
Taking advantage of the high penetration of terahertz electromagnetic waves in powders
and its wavelength-to-particle size ratio, we demonstrate that a submillimeter-wave pulse-
Doppler radar can overcome the present challenges and characterize powder flow dynamics
in pharmaceutical manufacturing processes. Mimicking typical vessel shapes in pharma-
ceutical operations, we were able to characterize falling powder streams in a tube with a
sample volume resolution of a few cubic centimeters and a range resolution of about 5
mm. We successfully monitored particle velocity, particle distribution within the tube, and
mass flow rate in real-time. This remote sensing method, based on advanced terahertz
electronics, opens up the possibility to study and monitor powder dynamics in a wide range
of applications.

Index Terms— Doppler radar, Frequency-modulated continuous-wave (FMCW), Pharmaceuticals, Powders, Radars, Re-
mote sensing, Submillimeter waves, THz sensors, Terahertz systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

PHARMACEUTICAL manufacturing has, in recent years,
started to transform from a traditional batch-based ap-

proach with fixed end-product quality parameters, to a science-
based approach where quality is guaranteed by real-time pro-
cess control and quality assurance using in-process monitoring
and management [1]. In the pharmaceutical industry, solid oral
dosage forms constitute almost 80% of the total drug products
[2] and are produced by a sophisticated production chain that
manipulates pharmaceutical ingredients in powder form. This
manufacturing process faces typical powder-associated chal-
lenges like unpredictable powder flow dynamics, particle ag-
gregation, bulk powder density variations, and powder content
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variations during processing. The flow properties of powders
in the manufacturing process may affect the quality attributes
of the final product, such as content uniformity, microstructure,
weight, disintegration, and dissolution [3]. In batch manufac-
turing processes, quality assurance relies on several off-line
tests on the final drug products, but as the pharmaceutical
industry moves from batch towards continuous processing [4],
[5], the integration of real-time process analytical tools into the
manufacturing line that allows advanced in-process monitoring
in manufacturing vessels becomes an essential requirement
for quality assurance [6]. Even though effective process an-
alytical tools have been developed to monitor the chemical
quality attributes of powders, in-process analysis of physical
phenomena, such as powder flow dynamics, powder density
variations, and powder homogeneity, remains a challenge [7].

Typical non-destructive process analytical tools used in the
pharmaceutical industry involve the short and mid-wavelength
range of the electromagnetic spectrum, from X-rays to near-
infrared regions. For instance, near-infrared spectroscopy is
a common analytical technique introduced in the production
line to assess the content of water and drug substances, as
obtained from overtones and combinations of absorption bands
corresponding to fundamental molecular vibrations [8], [9].
Raman spectroscopy is another common technique to quantify
the drug substance [10] and blend homogeneity [11]. However,
these techniques, which often require careful development
and validation of robust multivariate calibration models and
suffer from scattering effects, have a limited penetration
depth of a few millimeters. The same occurs in the optical
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domain, which does not make it suitable for observing the
flow dynamics of dense powder streams. On the other hand,
using shorter wavelengths with high energy photons and high
penetration, like in the case of X-ray tomography, comes
with the price of long measurement and data processing
times, which excludes this technique for in-line manufacturing
applications [12]. Other methods like electrical capacitance
measurements using low-frequency radio signals allow mea-
surements of the concentration and flow of solid materials [13].
However, many capacitive probes are required to meet the
need for high spatial resolution in large-scale process units.
The terahertz frequency range [14], between the microwave
and optical domain, has recently gained increasing attention
for pharmaceutical applications [15]. Terahertz waves are less
vulnerable to scattering effects than the infrared region, which
provides more extended penetration depth and, therefore, can
sense a larger sample volume [16]. Moreover, terahertz waves
provide a smaller propagating beam and increased spatial
resolution than microwave techniques since the diffraction-
limit scales with the wavelength (λ). Terahertz spectroscopy
has demonstrated promising results to characterize the phys-
ical properties of tablets like density and porosity [17]. An
alternative to electromagnetic wave based methods is acoustic
emission and active sonic techniques (echolocation), which
can characterize the flow of solid powders [18]. Ultrasound
imaging - at a wavelength similar to electromagnetic waves in
the microwave and sub-terahertz region is a reliable, accurate,
and non-invasive flow measurement technique [19]. However,
contactless in-line monitoring of powder properties requires
ultrasound transducers with an efficient acoustic coupling to
the powder stream [7].

In this work, we propose a radar operating at terahertz fre-
quencies to overcome the challenges preventing the real-time
characterization of powder flow dynamics in the pharmaceuti-
cal production line of oral solid dosage forms. Radio detection
and ranging (radar) is a standard microwave instrument for
measuring the electromagnetic scattering of objects passing
through the projected beam [20]. Depending on the radar
modality, the received signal can be processed to estimate
the distance, scattering properties, and the object’s velocity
through the Doppler effect [21]. Thanks to advancements
in the terahertz technology, it is now possible to realize
frequency-modulated continuous wave (FMCW) Doppler radar
at submillimeter wavelengths [22], thereby providing high
accuracy in position and velocity measurements in real-time,
together with the ability to penetrate and sense through a
powder stream. Moreover, the particle size and wavelength
ratio of the terahertz wave results in a strong interaction
through Mie scattering [23]. Terahertz radar systems have
demonstrated the ability to characterize flow dynamics in
fluidized bed reactors [24] and cloud dynamics [25]. Here,
mimicking the typical vessel geometry in manufacturing op-
erations, we demonstrated the ability of a terahertz pulse-
Doppler radar [26] to characterize, in real-time, powder flow
dynamics of powder particles falling through a tube. Particle
flow velocity, concentration variations and particle distribution
within the tube were recorded, demonstrating the terahertz
radar as a promising remote diagnostic method for process

control in pharmaceutical manufacturing with high industrial
implementation capabilities.

II. METHOD

To investigate the ability of the terahertz radar to character-
ize the flow dynamics of pharmaceutical powders in processing
pipes, we measured the reflected signal of falling microcrys-
talline cellulose (MCC) powder, a commonly used excipient in
the pharmaceutical industry, inside a polymethyl methacrylate
(PMMA) tube with a 340-GHz frequency-modulated continu-
ous wave pulse-Doppler radar, see Fig. 1. Despite the typical
stainless steel tubes used in pharmaceutical manufacturing
processes, we used a transparent tube to enable visual in-
spection during the experiments. At the lower end of the
tube, the powders landed on a container placed on top of a
weighing scale that continuously recorded the accumulative
powder weight that, together with the lapsed time, provided the
mechanical mass flow rate. The mass flow rate was controlled
by the number and size of the holes in the feed hopper. The
almost collimated radar beam illuminated the particles that
passed through the beam path. As a result of the scattering of
the radar signal with the flowing particles, the radar receives a
signal containing information on the particles’ back-reflected
scattering, also referred to as particle radar cross-section, σ, the
velocity of the particles in the radar direction, and the optical
distance of the particles relative to the instrument, referred as
the range. The model used to obtain the physical properties of

Fig. 1. Photograph of the experimental set-up. Chalmers terahertz
particle radar illuminating the PMMA tube laterally. The weighing scale
and the back-end electronics used for the pharmaceutical powder study
can be observed in the photograph.
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the flowing particles from the radar signal model is described
in Appendix I.

A. Terahertz particle radar

The radar instrument is a monostatic 340-GHz FMCW
pulse-Doppler radar developed at Chalmers [26]. Linearly
frequency-modulated pulses with a 30-GHz bandwidth of
about milli-Watt output power are transmitted to the powder
stream. The corresponding wavelength range (λ) of the radar
signal is between 0.84 and 0.92 mm. The received signal of
128 pulses, within a coherent time of 6.6 ms, is computed
to obtain the velocity profile and the position of the powder
stream relative to the radiating horn antenna. A radar image
frame interval of 346 ms was used. The instantaneous FMCW-
bandwidth, BW = 30 GHz, provides a radar range resolution
of approximately ∆R = c/(2 × BW ) = 5mm. The optical
system of the radar provides an almost collimated beam with a
diameter of about 15 mm. The measured angular spread of the
beam was 0.55 degrees. Hence, the sample volume resolution
for the current set-up was about 1-2 cm3. The back-reflected

Fig. 2. Illustration of the three radar configurations used in this work.
(Config. 1-2) Radar beam incident with an angle of θ = 5◦ from the side
at a distance of about 154 cm from the tube. Config. 1 with the radar at
the upper part of the tube, y = 84 cm and Config. 2 with the radar at
the lower part of the tube, y = 23 cm. (Config. 3) By using a mirror,
the radar beam was redirected and incident from the bottom of the tube,
vertically, along the stream. The total beam path from the radar to the
tube was 107 cm.

radar signal is proportional to the sample volume fraction,
cv , and the radar cross-section of the particle, σ. The powder
velocity component along the radar beam is determined by the
measured Doppler shift, fD.

B. Set-up

The set-up was designed to establish a controlled powder
stream inside the tube to mimic the powder flow in a contin-
uous pharmaceutical production line. First, the powders were
dispensed in plastic feed hoppers with a conical bottom with
evenly distributed orifices. The size and number of orifices are
used to control the powder mass flow rate. The feed hopper
was located on a cylindrical tube with air gaps to allow air
intake from the surroundings, minimizing the pulsing effects
of the powder stream. The powder strings from the hopper
holes enter a funnel and form a single powder stream at the
exit of the lower opening of the funnel, which we call the
outlet. The size of the outlet determines the cross-section of the
powder stream. The powder particles flow vertically through
the PMMA tube, which has a height of 100 cm, an outer
diameter of 7 cm, and a 3-mm wall thickness. The mass, m, of
the particles landing on the container on top of the weighing
scale was recorded every 328 milliseconds. The time derivative
of the cumulative powder weight gives the mass flow rate, ṁ,
calculated using the forward difference method.

Fig. 2 shows the three different configurations used to study
the powder stream dynamics. One of them has the radar beam
incident from the bottom of the tube parallel to the stream
(config. 3 in Fig. 2), and the other two have the radar beam
incident from the side of the tube, one of them with the radar
located at the upper part of the tube (y = 84 cm) and the
other with the radar at the lower part of the tube (y = 23
cm), see config. 1 and config. 2 in Fig. 2. For the two cases
with the beam incident from the side of the tube, a slight
angle θ of the incident beam is needed to detect a Doppler
shift of the downfall velocity component, vy , and to redirect
strong reflections from the tube walls. In this work, we used
an incident angle θ ∼ 5 deg with the horizontal coordinate.
The measured distance, xθ, and velocity, vθ, can be written as
a function of the radar beam inclination angle θ and reference
coordinates like:

vθ = vx cos θ + vy sin θ (1a)
xθ = (x− x0) cos θ + (y − y0) sin θ. (1b)

For the configuration with the beam incident from the bottom
of the tube parallel to the stream, a flat mirror located under the
tube was used to redirect the beam inside the tube. The total
beam path between the radar and the lower tube opening was
about 107 cm. For the measurement with the beam incident
from the side, the radar was located about 154 cm from the
tube.

C. Mechanical mass flow rate measurements

The mechanical mass flow rate was computed as ṁ =
∆m/∆t, where m was the weight measured with a RADWAG
PS 10100.R2.M Precision Balance, and ∆t was the time
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Fig. 3. Powder flow of MCC-100 along the tube. On the left is an illustration of the radar configuration used to obtain the results presented
in this figure. (A) Radar image showing the intensity of the reflected radar signal, S, as a function of the velocity of the particles towards the
radar, vy , and position along the tube length, y. The continuous blue line represents the instantaneous mean velocity obtained from the velocity
distribution for each range bin, and the solid horizontal black lines indicate the tube edges. Time evolution of (B) the total radar signal,

∑
vy

S,
and (C) instantaneous average velocity, v̄y , along tube length, y. The moment when the radar image presented in 1A was taken is marked with a
discontinuous black line. (D) The mechanical mass flow rate was recorded during the experiment with the weighing scale. The time corresponding
to the results presented in 1A was highlighted with a black dot.

between consecutive balance read-outs, which was set to 0.328
s, the same as the time between radar image frames. The
balance measures every 0.1 s, but only the value sent before the
0.328 s readout time is recorded. This measurement procedure
is responsible for the peaks appearing in the mechanical mass
flow rate measurements approximately every 7 seconds when
the measuring and recording times align to a multiple of a
second. The stabilization time of the balance was 1.5 s.

III. RESULTS

A. Radar characterization of flow dynamics
The radar images of falling MCC obtained with the radar

beam incident from the bottom of the tube, parallel to the
stream, are shown in Fig. 3. The median diameter of the
MCC particles was about 100µm (MCC-100). Fig. 3A shows
one radar image corresponding to an exposure of the powder
stream to 128 coherent pulses during a time interval of 6.6
ms. The measured velocity of the powder particles in the
radar direction, vy , and the intensity of the back-reflected radar
signal, S, can be observed along the tube length, y. Notice that
the particle velocity measured by the radar is the component
onto the radar’s line of sight. The continuous blue line in
the figure represents the instantaneous mean velocity, v̄y ,
obtained from the velocity probability distribution of powder
particles for each range bin. As shown in Fig. 3A, the velocity
distribution was narrow, indicating that all particles moved
with similar velocity. They were accelerating from the hopper
outlet, decelerating at the middle of the tube, and accelerating

again. Fig. 3B shows the time evolution of
∑

vy
S, which is

the sum of the radar signal across the velocity axis at each
position bin. S is proportional to the volume concentration of
the powder particles, cv . However, in our measurement setup,
the radar beam crosses the powder particles accumulated over
time in the container beneath the tube, resulting in the signal
attenuation over time observed in Fig. 3B. The time evolution
of the instantaneous mean velocity v̄y is shown in Fig. 3C.
Consistently with Fig. 3A, the mean velocity is always higher
at the top and bottom than in the center of the tube.

How the powder flow evolves inside a tube is a complex
phenomenon - a consequence of the interaction between the
powder particles and the gas phases inside the tube - and
depends on particles’ properties and concentration [27]. Fig. 4
shows the ability of the terahertz radar to characterize different
flow dynamics inside a tube. A comparison of vertical radar
images of MCC with two different particle sizes and two
different mass flow rates is presented. To illustrate the complex
interaction, a free fall model for a single particle (see Appendix
II) of respective size has been included in the plots for
comparison. In Fig. 4A can be observed that, for the case with
a lower mass flow rate and particle diameter of 100µm, the
free-fall model doesn’t adjust to the experimental results, and
instead, as already observed in Fig. 3A, a particles deceleration
was observed when the particles pass by the middle of the
tube. For the same particles falling under a higher mass flow
rate (Fig. 4B), the particles deceleration in the middle of the
tube was still apparent, but the velocity probability distribution
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Fig. 4. Radar observation of different flow dynamics. Radar images showing different types of flow inside the tube for two different particle sizes
and two different mass flow rates. The intensity of the reflected radar signal, S, is plotted as a function of the velocity of the particles towards the
radar, vy , and tube length, y, with the radar beam incident from the bottom of the tube, being the beam parallel to the flow. (A) MCC with a median
particle diameter of 100µm (MCC-100) and a low mass flow rate, (B) MCC-100 with a high mass flow rate, (C) MCC with a median particle diameter
of 500µm (MCC-500) and a low mass flow rate, and (D) MCC-500 with a high mass flow rate. The continuous black line represents the analytical
solution for the free fall of a single particle moving vertically under gravity and quadratic air resistance derived from solving Newton’s second law of
motion (see method section). The mechanically measured mass flow rates for MCC-100 were around 2.5 kg/h and 116 kg/h for the low and high
flow, respectively. For MCC-500, around 2.9 kg/h and 65 kg/h (the accompanying mechanical mass flow rate graphs can be seen in Fig. S4)

becomes wider, and the velocity at the end of the tube is
larger. The observed increased terminal velocity compared to
the one obtained with the single-particle free-fall model has
been previously reported and can be explained by a smaller
effective air drag acting on the particles when the particle
concentration is high [28]. On the other hand, the larger the
particle diameter, the closer the velocity of the particles in
the stream agrees with the single particle model [27]. Indeed,
Figs. 4C-D show that the velocity trajectory for the bigger
particles is close to the one obtained using the free fall model
for a single particle. Notice that Fig. 4B and 4D suffer from
a high attenuation of the radar signal consequence of the high
particle concentration stored on the particle´s container under
the tube for the higher mass flow rate.

B. Lateral characterization
The set-up configuration with the radar beam along the

stream used in Figs. 3-4 demonstrates the strength of the radar
to non-intrusively monitor different powder flow dynamics
along the tube length. However, this configuration is chal-
lenging to implement in a real production line. Fig. 5 shows
the radar images obtained for falling MCC-100 with a mass
flow rate similar to the results in Fig. 3, but with the radar

beam incident from the side of the tube, which can be easily
implemented into the pharmaceutical processing line. To study
the evolution of the flow dynamics at different tube heights,
the radar was located at two positions: at the upper part of the
tube, Figs. 5(A-D), and at the lower part of the tube, Figs. 5(E-
H). In the radar image presented in Fig. 5A, the radar signal
shows that at the top of the tube, the powder stream presents
a centered main core. The measured velocity of the powder
particles towards the radar, vθ, has a contribution from the
two velocity vector components, vy and vx. In this context, the
increased velocity observed close to the second wall of the tube
is a signature of a diverging behavior of the powder stream
from the center to the side of the tube, In other words, the
centered powder stream is expanding. Real-time monitoring
of

∑
vy

S and v̄θ (Figs. 5B and 5C, respectively) show the
time variability of the velocity and signal, i.e., the flickering
of the powder stream. When the radar was located on the lower
part of the tube, a more evenly distributed mean velocity and
radar signal across the tube walls was observed (Fig. 5F), with
the maximum mean velocity in the center of the tube (Fig.
5G), indicating that the powder particles have mainly a vertical
velocity component, vy , with little diverging behavior. These
results were consistent with the visual inspection through the
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Fig. 5. Lateral characterization of the powder flow of MCC-100. (A) Radar image showing the intensity of the reflected radar signal, S, as a function
of the particles velocity towards the radar, vθ , and the cross-section of the tube projected in the radar direction, xθ , when the radar beam was
incident from the side, on the upper part of the tube (configuration shown schematically at the top left figure). The continuous blue line represents
the instantaneous mean velocity obtained from the velocity distribution for each range bin v̄θ . (B) and (C) show the time evolution of the total radar
signal,

∑
vθ

S, and v̄θ along the projected cross-section of the tube, xθ . A discontinuous black line was used to mark in the time-dependent plots
the time when the single radar image presented in Fig. A was taken. (D) The mass flow rate recorded during the flowing process for the upper
configuration, where the time when Fig. A was recorded is marked with a black dot. The peaks shown every 7 seconds arise as an artifact of the
precision balance readout configuration (see methods section for further information). (E - H), correspond to Figs. A-D when the radar beam was
incident from the side at the lower part of the tube (configuration shown schematically at the bottom left of the figure). All measurements were taken
for flowing MCC-100.

transparent tube, where a dense and narrow flow stream of
about a fourth of the tube width was observed at the top of
the tube. The stream was observed to diverge, and the core
separated into several denser powder strings along the tube,
filling the powder stream the whole tube diameter at the lower
part of the tube. Furthermore, the core and the powder strings
flickering in position observed by the radar were also visually
observed.

The velocity and density profiles of the particles across
the tube for two different mass flow rates are presented and

compared to non-existing flow in Fig. 6. Here, we chose
two extreme cases of flow rate: a low mass flow rate of
∼ 4.5 kg/h and a high mass flow rate of ∼ 120 kg/h. All
for the falling MCC-100 powder particles. The average radar
signal, <

∑
vθ

S >, and the average mean velocity, < v̄θ >,
were calculated over the ten consecutive radar images. The
mechanical mass flow rate measured during the averaging time
is highlighted in red in Figs. 6F, which corresponds to 3.5
seconds. It must be noted that static energy inside the tube
walls creates variable, unpredictable results in the vicinity of
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Fig. 6. Remote sensing of density and velocity profiles at different mass
flow rates. (A) Averaged radar signal, <

∑
vθ

S >, and (B) averaged
mean velocity, < v̄θ >, along the projected tube cross-section, xθ ,
both with the radar located on the side of the tube at the top position
(illustration on the top left). (C) Mechanical mass flow rate recorded over
time during the experiments where Fig. A-B where obtained. First for
the mass flow rate of around 4.5 kg/h, followed by the one of around
120 kg/h. The time corresponding to the frames used for calculating the
average signal and velocity are highlighted in red. (D - F) correspond to
Figs. A-C when the radar beam was incident from the side at the lower
part of the tube (configuration shown schematically at the bottom left of
the figure). The regions marked in grey are affected by static energy, so
results must be variable and inconsistent in these regions.

the tube walls, an area marked in grey in the plots. The higher
particle density associated with the higher mass flow rate was
detected by the radar by a stronger radar signal, see Figs.
6A and D. In terms of particle distribution across the tube,
as in Fig. 5, a non-uniform powder distribution within the
tube walls was observed at the top of the tube, with a high
volume concentration of particles at the center (Fig. 6 A), and
a more uniform particle distribution was seen at the bottom
position, Fig. 6C. Figs. 6B and 6D also showed that the powder
streams with higher mass flow rates had higher average mean
velocity, which also agrees with the observation of the vertical
measurements for the low and high mass flow rates shown in
Fig. 4A-B.

C. Mass flow rate monitoring from lateral measurements
The ability of terahertz radar measurements to provide

vertical velocity with an incoming radar beam from the side of
the tube is demonstrated in Fig. 7. Here, MCC-100 particles
were flowing, and measurements were recorded with the radar
located at the side of the tube at the lower position with
different incident angles. This radar position was selected for
its previously observed non-diverging powder stream, and as a

consequence, almost negligible horizontal velocity component,
vx. Fig. 7A shows the expected negligible velocity towards
the radar for an incident angle of 0 deg, and how the velocity
increases as the incident angle increases. In Fig. 7B, the angle-
dependent measurements obtained from the side of the tube
were compared with a vertical measurement projected to the
respective angle, demonstrating good agreement.

Fig. 7C shows an example of the capability of the radar
side measurements to monitor real-time mass flow rate. These
results are for flowing MCC-100 particles with two different
mass flow rates and using an incident angle θ = 5deg.
The falling mass flow is directly proportional to the velocity,
obtained from vθ, and to the volume concentration of the
particles, which was obtained from the radar signal. The flow
stream diameter was assumed to be the same as the inner
diameter of the tube, which is a reasonable assumption for
this radar position. A good agreement between the mechanical
and radar mass flow rates was demonstrated. The mass flow
rate fluctuations captured by the radar can not be attributed
to noise; see the noise level in Fig 7C between 50 s and 58
s where there is no flow. The weighing scale did not capture
these fluctuations due to the averaging and time readout of
the scale. Moreover, it must be noted that the assumption
of a constant flow along the tube´s cross-section has some
limitations, which could also be partially responsible for the
oscillations. A moving average filter over 4 seconds allows
smoothing of the radar mass flow rate to a level comparable
to the mechanical one. From these results, we can conclude
that radar side measurements are valid for real-time monitoring
of mass flow rate, a parameter of interest in pharmaceutical
operations. This is of particular interest when the vertical
realization of the radar system is troublesome, as in most
industrial applications.

IV. CONCLUSION

We demonstrated the ability of a terahertz radar system to
non-invasively characterize, in real-time, the flow dynamics
of pharmaceutical powders in a tube, with promising imple-
mentation capabilities in the manufacturing processes. Powder
particles flowed through a vertical tube to mimic typical
vessel shapes in pharmaceutical operations. Side and vertical
radar measurements were carried out to measure the parti-
cles velocity, density distribution, and their variation versus
distance and time. In this work, we could easily see through
an MCC powder flow with a stream diameter of 7 cm and a
mass flow rate of 120 kg/h. The powder flow density/volume
concentration and velocity profiles were obtained from the
radar signal. In addition, we showed that real-time mass flow
rate could be obtained from side measurements via the radar
signal and velocity. This could be of great interest in industrial
applications where powder flow distribution, density, and mass
flow rate are critical parameters, and vertical realization of
sensing systems can be impractical. Thanks to progress in
terahertz radar engineering, this part of the electromagnetic
spectrum can be utilized for process analysis for monitoring
and characterizing flowing powders for pharmaceutical ap-
plications and many other industrial manufacturing processes
where powder and particle flow characterization is critical.
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Fig. 7. Remote sensing of mass flow rate from lateral measurements. Results for MCC-100 with the radar located in the lower side of the tube.
(A) Averaged mean velocity, < v̄θ >, along the projected tube cross-section, xθ , for different incident angles, θ. The regions marked in gray are
affected by static energy, so results must be variable and inconsistent in these regions. (B) Cross section mean velocity of < v̄θ >xθ versus time
for different θ (continuous line) compared to projected vertical measurements (dashed lines). The results presented in A and B had mass flow rates
between 3-6 kg/h and were averaged over ten consecutive radar images. (C) Radar mass flow rate obtained through the measured radar signal
and velocity compared with the mechanical mass flow rate obtained with the weighing scale. A moving average filter over 4 seconds for the radar
measurements was also included. The radar location is shown on the bottom left of the figure and had θ = 5deg.

APPENDIX I
PARTICLE CLOUD RADAR SIGNAL MODEL

This appendix summarizes the mathematical models used
to analyze pharmaceutical powders’ dynamics and physi-
cal properties using pulse-Doppler radar measurements. The
methodology was initially proposed by Bonmann et al. for
glass, sand, and bronze particles with a diameter similar to
the wavelength [29].

The received power, Pr, from a single scattering target
can be derived from Friis’s transmission formula [30], which
results in the famous radar equation:

Pr =
PtA

2
eL

4πλ2

σ

R4
, (2)

where Pt is the transmitted power, Ae is the effective an-
tenna area, L is the loss factor, λ is the radar wavelength, σ is
the radar cross-section, also called radar signature, and R is the
range, i.e., the distance between target and radar. Hence, the
received radar signal S, which includes the transfer function of
the radar hardware and free space path loss, is proportional to

the radar cross-section and inversely proportional to the range,
R4, (optical distance) as:

S ∝ σ

R4
. (3)

When the size of the scattering particles is comparable to
the wavelength, the scattering is not necessarily isotropic. The
portion of the scattered signal reflected backwards is calculated
using Mie theory [23]. The backscattering cross-section for a
single spherical particle is then given by:

σb = πr2Qb, (4)

where r is the particle radius and Qb is the backscattering
efficiency calculated with the help of the Mie formalism
implemented in MATLAB functions written by [31]. The
scattering efficiencies depend on the particle’s refractive index
and size, and the wavenumber of the surrounding medium. In
this work, values of σb of 2.65×10−10 m2 and 6.86×10−8

m2 for MCC-100 and MCC-500 respectively were calculated.
The radar will sense a sampling volume, Vsample, of par-

ticles illuminated by the beam with a radius, w, and within
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the radar range resolution, ∆R. Thus, for a low number of
particles per volume, the total cross-section area for the radar
sampling volume Vsample = πw2∆R can be defined as:

σtot = Vsamplecnσ, (5)

where cn is the number of particles per volume. The influence
of multi-scattering between particles is neglected, which is a
valid assumption for wavelength-sized particles and volume
fractions below 2.4×10−4 according to work by Mishchenko
et al. [32]. The volume fraction cv of the particle cloud is
then:

cv = Vparticlecn =
4

3
πr3cn, (6)

where Vparticle is the volume of a single particle. Combining
the above equations, the radar signal can now be formulated
as:

S ∝ σb

R4
cv

Vsample

Vparticle
. (7)

For a cloud of particles of a homogeneous material, the radar
signal is directly proportional to the volume fraction, cv .

The shift in frequency, or the Doppler frequency fD =
2vθ/λ, provides the velocity distribution v of the particles
within the sampling volume. The mean velocity of the dis-
tribution is denoted as v̄.

The mass flow rate is given by the closure of the mass
balance

ṁ =
dm

dt
= cvρA|vy| (8)

where ρ is the density of the particles, A is the cross-sectional
area of the particle stream, and vy is the velocity of the
particles along the tube. Thus, the mass flow rate can be
estimated from radar measurements and compared with mass
measurements with a weighing scale versus time. Combining
equations 7-8, the mass flow is proportional to radar signal S
and its Doppler shift (velocity) as:

ṁ ∝ S|vy| (9)

APPENDIX II
SINGLE PARTICLE FREE FALL MODEL

The time evolution of the velocity, v, and position, y, of a
particle under vertical free fall, considering air resistance, was
modeled as:

v = vttanh(t/τ) (10)

y = y0 − vtτ ln(cosh(t/τ)) (11)

with the terminal velocity vt =
√

2mg/(Aρaircd) and the
characteristic time τ = vt/g, where g is the gravitational
constant, m the mass of the particle, calculated from the
particle density of MCC and the respective particle size, ρair
the air density (1.29 kg/m3 room temperature pressure), A the
particle cross-section, cd the drag coefficient, t is the time
under free-fall, and y0 is the initial position. The value of
cd depends on the Reynolds number, Re, which is calculated
as Re = (ρairuD)/µ, where u is the mean velocity of the
surrounding medium (air), D is the diameter of the pipe, and
µ the dynamic viscosity of the surrounding. Assuming the
air velocity is similar to the measured particle velocity, the

Reynolds number lies in the interval 103 − 104, and the drag
coefficient for a fixed sphere becomes cd = 0.4 [33], which
was used for calculations.
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